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Abstract
Turbulent open-channel flow over 2D roughness elements is investigated numerically by Large Eddy Simulation (LES). The flow over
square bars for two roughness regimes (k-type roughness and transitional
roughness between d-type and k-type) at a relative submergence of
H/k = 6.5 is considered, where H is the maximum water depth and k is
the roughness height. The selected roughness configurations are based on
laboratory experiments, which are used for validating numerical simulations. Results from the LES, in turn, complement the experiments in order to investigate the time-averaged flow properties at much higher
spatial resolution. The concept of the double-averaging (DA) of the governing equations is utilized to quantify roughness effects at a range of
flow properties. Double-averaged velocity profiles are analysed and the
applicability of the logarithmic law for rough-wall flows of intermediate
submergence is evaluated. Momentum flux components are quantified
and roughness effect on their vertical distribution is assessed using an integral form of the DA-equations. The relative contributions of pressure
drag and viscous friction to the overall bed shear stress are also reported.
Key words: wall roughness, Large Eddy Simulation, double averaging.
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INTRODUCTION

Nearly all flows in environment and engineering are hydraulically rough,
i.e., roughness elements protrude from the viscous sublayer into the turbulent
region. Due to their importance and also their complexity, turbulent flows
over rough surfaces have been extensively studied in the past (e.g., Perry et
al. 1969, 1987, Townsend 1976, Raupach et al. 1991) and continue to be a
subject of comprehensive experimental and numerical studies at present
(e.g., Leonardi et al. 2003, Jiménez 2004, Stoesser and Rodi 2004). Vertical
profiles of velocities and other parameters over rough beds differ from those
over a smooth bed since the nature of the total drag is significantly different
when roughness elements are present. However, the comprehensive functional relationships between the roughness geometry and the effects of the
roughness on the mean flow and turbulence are still to be found.
Most natural water flows and near-bed boundary layers are relatively
shallow with respect to the multi-scale bed roughness (e.g., rivers, estuaries,
overland flows, marine boundary layers). With no rigorous theory available,
however, these low-submergence flows are nearly always studied using the
logarithmic boundary layer concept (LBL), which is based on the universal
logarithmic velocity distribution and which is justified only for flows with
large relative submergence (e.g., Raupach et al. 1991, Jimenez 2004). Indeed, in a recent review Jimenez (2004) pointed out that for the logarithmic
layer to occur the flow depth H to the roughness height k ratio should exceed
at least 40. The erroneous assumption of a logarithmic boundary layer for
relatively shallow flows (i.e., water-depth-over-roughness-height H/k < 40)
may lead to theoretical and experimental misinterpretations in flow dynamics. For instance, the LBL concept is often misused in estimating bed shear
stresses in flows with small relative submergence, which are central to analysing bed stability, erosion, re-suspension, and other geomorphological
processes. Although applicability of the LBL concept for low-submergence
flows has been questioned since the seventies, an alternative theory for these
low-submergence flows is still lacking. In recent publications, Nikora et al.
(2007a, b) promoted the concept of the double-averaged (in time and in
planes parallel to the mean bed) hydrodynamic equations and, based on
them, identified four distinct flow types depending on their relative submergence (see also, Nikora et al. 2001). Flow type I represents flows with high
relative submergence and contains the outer layer, the logarithmic layer, the
form-induced (or dispersive) sublayer (below the logarithmic layer and just
above the roughness crests, where the time-averaged flow may be influenced
by individual roughness elements), and the interfacial sublayer, which occupies the flow region between roughness crests and troughs and where new
players in the momentum balance appear: skin friction and form drag. Together, the form-induced and interfacial sublayers form the roughness layer.
In the case of permeable beds as in gravel-bed rivers, there is also a subsur-
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face layer below the roughness layer. The other three flow types are: (II)
flow with intermediate relative submergence consisting of the subsurface
layer (if applicable), a roughness layer, and an upper flow region which does
not manifest a genuine universal logarithmic velocity profile as the ratio H/k
is not large enough; (III) flow with small relative submergence with a
roughness layer extending to the free surface; and (IV) flow over a partiallyinundated rough bed with the interfacial sublayer as the upper (or only) flow
region. The above flow subdivision and flow types represent a useful schematization that may help in developing relationships for vertical distribution
of flow characteristics. As an example, Nikora et al. (2004) used this schematisation in developing relationships for the vertical distribution of the
double-averaged longitudinal velocity < u > within the interfacial sublayer,
which represents the lower and least studied part of the roughness layer.
This paper develops further this line of research and is based on a Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) study of turbulent open-channel flow over transverse
square bars on a channel bed. Two roughness types are considered, k-type
and transitional type between d-type and k-type, as defined by Perry et al.
(1969). Both flow scenarios represent flows with intermediate submergence
(i.e., flow type II with H/k < 40). The main focus of the paper is on the vertical distribution of flow velocity, streamwise turbulence intensities, and the
effect of the roughened bed on the momentum fluxes. In a similar manner as
in Nikora et al. (2007a, b) and Coleman et al. (2007), the double-averaged
momentum equations in integral form are utilized for quantifying and exploring momentum fluxes. Numerical framework and set-up are given first,
followed by the time-averaged flow properties and their comparison with
experiments. Then, the double-averaged quantities are presented and discussed.
2.

NUMERICAL FRAMEWORK

The LES code HYDRO3D originally developed at Bristol University
(Stoesser 2002) is used to perform the LES simulations. The code solves the
filtered Navier-Stokes equations on a Cartesian, block-structured grid discretised following the finite volume method. A non-staggered grid with Cartesian velocity components is used. Both convective and diffusive fluxes are
approximated with central differences of second order accuracy. The
SIMPLE algorithm is employed in order to conserve mass and to couple the
pressure to the velocity field. Time advancement is achieved by a second order explicit Runge-Kutta scheme. HYDRO3D is parallelised allowing domain decomposition with messaging via MPI. The subgrid stresses of the
filtered Navier-Stokes equations are computed using the dynamic approach
of Germano et al. (1991). The no-slip boundary condition is available for
near wall resolution down to the viscous sublayer as is the wall function
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approach of Shuman. Two free surface conditions are implemented in
HYDRO3D: (a) rigid lid and (b) level set method, allowing for free surface
movement. In the simulations used in this paper, however, the frictionless rigid lid condition was sufficient as the water surface was expected to be flat
and parallel to the flow bed. The right-handed coordinate system is implied
throughout the paper, i.e., x-axis is oriented along the main flow parallel to
the bed (u-velocity component), y-axis is oriented to the left bank (v-velocity
component), and z-axis is pointing towards the water surface (w-velocity
component), with the origin at the channel bed.
3.

SIMULATIONS, BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND SETUP

The domain size, boundary conditions, and the Reynolds number of approximately 3000 (based on the roughness height and bulk flow velocity) have
been chosen to be identical to laboratory experiments of Polatel (2006), who
investigated an open-channel flow over the channel bed roughened with
square bars of 1×1 cm (see Fig. 1 for the sketch and definitions). Two configurations with wavelength-to-height-ratio λ/k = 9 (k-type roughness: ‘isolated’ roughness elements with λ /k > 5 , Perry et al. 1969) and λ/k = 4.5
(transitional between d-type and k-type: wake-interference when λ /k ≈ 4-5 )
have been selected in order to examine roughness effects. The data from Polatel’s (2006) experiments are used for validating the LES code and are also
combined with simulated data in the analysis of the flow structure. The
roughness Reynolds number Re* based on the roughness height k and the
bulk shear velocity u* is around 300 for the transitional case and around 550
for the isolated roughness case ensuring fully hydraulically rough-bed conditions for both scenarios. The water depth to roughness height ratio is
H/k = 6.5, indicating relatively shallow flow conditions, i.e., flow type II of
intermediate relative submergence. The computational domain spans 6H in
streamwise, πH in spanwise, and H in vertical directions, respectively. A
number of simulations with different grid resolutions were carried out. In
this paper, we will only present the results from the finest grids employed
consisting of 630×120×100 grid points for the λ/k = 9 case (see a part of

Fig. 1. 2D roughness configuration as investigated by the Large Eddy Simulations.
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal plane of the grid used for the Large Eddy Simulations (here
λ/k = 9, note that only every 5th grid line is shown).

the grid in Fig. 2, where only every 5th grid line is shown), and
720×120×100 for the λ/k = 4.5 case. The grid spacings in terms of wall
units were ∆ y + = ( ∆ yu* /ν ) ≈ 30 in the spanwise direction and less than 1
for ∆x+ and ∆z+ near the walls and the roughness elements. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the streamwise and spanwise directions implying an infinitely long channel. The no-slip boundary condition was used
on the surface of roughness elements and on the bed between them. The free
surface boundary was treated as a rigid-lid where a slip condition was applied. The key simulation and hydraulic parameters are summarised in Table 1.
The shear velocity and the total wall shear stress used for the normalisation of turbulence quantities and Reynolds stresses were obtained from the
time-averaged pressure gradient, i.e., τ total = < dp /dx > H and u* = (τ total / ρ )1/2 .
T ab l e 1
Key dimensionless parameters of the Large Eddy Simulations
Hydraulic parameters

λ/k = 9

λ/k= 4.5

Water depth, H/k
Bulk velocity, Ubulk/u*

6.5
5.78

6.5
8.93

Froude number, Fr = Ubulk / gH

0.36

0.5

Reynolds number, Rek = (U bulk ⋅ k ) ν

2900

3200

Roughness Reynolds number, Re* = (u* ⋅ k ) ν

553

324

Computational domain: length×width×height

6H×πh×H
630×120×100

6H×πh×H
720×120×100

No. grid points: streamwise×spanwise×vertical
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Time-averaged velocity field
The time-averaged flow fields above and around roughness elements for
both λ/k = 4.5 and λ/k = 9 roughnesses are shown in Fig. 3. A profound
disturbance of the flow field in the vicinity of the roughness elements is
clearly seen that includes strong separation zones behind the roughness elements and a shear layer above them. Whereas for the flow over isolated
roughness elements, λ/k = 9, the mean flow reattaches in the troughs, the
time-averaged separation zone for the wake-interference flow, λ/k = 4.5, fully occupies the cavity formed by the roughness elements. In the latter case,
the instantaneous flow in the cavity does not contain a stable vortex as is the
case of a quasi-smooth flow (d-type), where streamlines connect the tops of
the elements, creating a pseudo-wall (Stoesser and Rodi 2004). The timeaveraged flow field undergoes some undulation above the roughness elements, stronger for the isolated roughness elements, λ/k = 9, and weaker for
the transitional roughness, λ/k = 4.5. Perry et al. (1969) attributed this
roughness-induced streamwise distortion to standing waves, forming just
above the roughness elements and occurring in flows over isolated roughness elements, λ/k = 9, and the transitional roughness, λ/k = 4-5. In contrast,
Stoesser and Rodi (2004) showed that for the quasi-smooth flow of the dtype, λ/k < 4-5, the flow field above the crests is homogeneous (similar to a
flow field above a smooth wall).
Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the validity of the LES results by comparing
the simulated velocity distributions with measurements at two verticals for
which point measurements are available. These two locations are L1, which
is above the top of a bar, and L2, which is in the centre of the cavity (Fig. 1).
For both roughness types, i.e., λ/k = 4.5 and λ/k = 9, the overall agreement
of the computed velocity profiles with the measured profiles is encouraging.
As can be seen from the profiles at L2, the mean recirculation zone for the

Fig. 3. The time-averaged field of the longitudinal velocity: left: λ/k = 4.5 (transitional roughness), and right: λ/k = 9 (k-type). Dashed lines indicate negative velocities. Local mean velocities are normalised on the bulk flow velocity. See colour
version of this figure in electronic edition.
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Fig. 4. Time-averaged vertical velocity distribution at two verticals: L1 (left) and L2
(right) for the λ/k = 4.5 case. Local mean velocities are normalised on the bulk flow
velocity.

Fig. 5. Time-averaged vertical velocity distribution at two verticals: L1 (left) and L2
(right) for the λ/k = 9 case. Local mean velocities are normalised on the bulk flow
velocity.

λ/k = 4.5 case is relatively strong while for the λ/k = 9 case there is (almost) no recirculation midway between two roughness elements suggesting
that by this point the flow has recovered. The velocity profiles above the
roughness elements at L1 resemble a logarithmic distribution, though there is
a tiny recirculation region on the top of the bar for the λ/k = 9 case.
Turbulence intensities and Reynolds stresses
Figure 6 shows the streamwise relative turbulence intensities within a section of the computational domain. It is noteworthy that for the transitional
roughness the maximum streamwise fluctuations occur halfway between the
roughness elements whereas for the isolated roughness type they are located
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directly above the top of the elements. In this latter case, most of turbulence
is generated when the flow in the trough accelerates towards the downstream
bar, causing a small recirculation on the top of the bar. This peak in the vertical u′ distribution can also be clearly seen in Fig. 8 (left).
In Figs. 7 and 8 the simulated and measured distributions of the streamwise turbulence intensities u′ normalized by the mean shear velocity u* are
compared for both cases, λ/k = 4.5 and λ/k = 9. The match between measured and calculated intensities is fairly good, especially in the near-bed region. There is a significant intensity peak in the vicinity of the roughness
tops for both cases. This peak can serve as a potential marker of the upper
boundary of the roughness layer (Nikora et al. 2007a, b). Although the maximum values of the normalized turbulence intensities for λ/k = 4.5 and
λ/k = 9 are similar, they are somewhat smaller than normalized turbulence
intensities over smooth walls where u′/u* ≈ 3.0 .
Figure 9 presents, for a section of the computational domain, the primary
turbulent shear stress −u′w′ normalized with the squared shear velocity
u*2 = τ total / ρ . The strong shear layer (red area) that forms above the roughness elements is clearly visible and is of a similar size to the roughness layer
identified above using maxima in turbulence intensities. Noteworthy, a negative shear stress −u′w′ < 0 occurs in the recirculation zone generated at the
leading edge of the bars, being much stronger for the λ/k = 9 case. The negative −u′w′ < 0 is counteracting the negative velocity gradient keeping the
turbulent viscosity positive. Figures 10 and 11 present the vertical distributions of the normalized shear stress −u′w′/ u*2 above the top of the bar and
in the centre of the cavity. Again, for both roughnesses λ/k = 4.5 and
λ/k = 9 the overall qualitative agreement between measured and calculated
values can be observed. The peak in the shear stress in the vicinity of the
roughness tops is apparent for both cases. The overall picture for turbulence

Fig. 6. Distribution of normalized streamwise turbulence intensities u ′/u* in a longitudinal plane: left: λ/k = 4.5 (transitional roughness), and right: λ/k = 9 (k-type). See
colour version of this figure in electronic edition.
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Fig. 7. Vertical distribution of normalized streamwise turbulence intensities u′/u* at
two verticals: L1 (left) and L2 (right) for the λ/k = 4.5 case.

Fig. 8. Vertical distribution of normalized streamwise turbulence intensities u′/u*
at two verticals: L1 (left) and L2 (right) for the λ/k = 9 case.

Fig. 9. Turbulent shear stresses −u′w′ normalised with u*2 = (τ total / ρ ) in a longitudinal plane: left: λ/k = 4.5 (transitional roughness), and right: λ/k = 9 (k-type). See
colour version of this figure in electronic edition.
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Fig. 10. Vertical distribution of the normalised shear stress −u ′w′ / u*2 at two verticals: L1 (left) and L2 (right) for the λ/k = 4.5 case.

Fig. 11. Vertical distribution of the normalised shear stress −u ′w′ / u*2 at two verticals: L1 (left) and L2 (right) for the λ/k = 9 case.

intensities and shear stresses is consistent with the above men tioned concept
of standing waves suggested by Perry et al. (1969). However, quantitative
discrepancies in the absolute values of the shear stresses (and also to some
extent in the streamwise turbulence intensities) are apparent, particularly
along L1, which is a bove the bars. Underestimation of measured stresses
might be explained by the fact that LES only captures spatially resolved
stresses while the measured stresses over the bars also include numerical
subgrid stresses. Further, the use of a rigid lid free surface boundary condition introduces a small continuity defect, which may also lead to an underestimation of local shear stresses and streamwise turbulence intensities.
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Double-averaged quantities, pressure drag, and momentum balance
Figure 12 shows the double averaged velocity profiles (thick black lines) for
λ/k = 4.5 (left) and λ/k = 9 (right), together with the time-averaged velocity
profiles along every 20th vertical gridline along the channel. For the case of
the transitional flow (λ/k = 4.5, left), the time-averaged profiles disperse below the roughness tops but above them they closely collapse on a single
curve corresponding to the double-averaged profile. In contrast, the dispersion of the time-averaged velocity profiles for the isolated k-type roughness
(λ/k = 9, right) extends almost to mid-depth of the flow.

Fig. 12. Vertical distribution of double-averaged streamwise velocity (thick line)
together with every 20th LES-time-averaged-data line: left: λ/k = 4.5 (transitional
roughness), and right: λ/k = 9 (k-type). Local velocities are normalised on the bulk
flow velocity.

Figure 13 presents the double-averaged velocity profiles in semilogarithmic coordinates for both roughness cases together with the respective
log law profiles (calculated as < U > / u* = 1/κ ln[( z − d ) / k ] + B ). First of all,
the vertical down-shift, i.e., lower relative velocities < U > / u* , is apparent
for the isolated roughness compared to the transitional roughness. This a
well known feature for flows over bar-roughened walls (e.g., Leonardi et al.
2003, Coleman et al. 2007) and it reflects the fact that the wall-shear stress
increases from transitional roughness to isolated roughness (bef ore it drops
again once the bars are moved further apart). In the LES profiles two deviations from the logarithmic distribution are evident for both cases: one is near
the roughness elements, indicating a buffer-effect from the roughness, and
the other is close to the free surface where the wake law takes over. The nearbed deviation is stronger for isolated roughness reflecting a thicker roughness layer. Not surprising that the wake region is stronger for the λ/k = 4.5
case, counteracting the effect of negative double averaged velocities below
the roughness tops. Overall, the agreement between the simulations and the
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Fig. 13. Double-averaged vertical velocity profile of the two cases together with the
respective log-law distributions.

log-law, where the von Karman constant is assumed to be κ = 0.4, is very
good, considering that the level of submergence is relatively low. The zeroplane displacement d and the additive constant B in the log law depend on
the roughness type (see e.g. Leonardi et al. 2003, Coleman et al. 2007). Using a best fit approach, d and B were evaluated for the two cases and the results are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Coleman et al. (2007) carried out an
extensive experimental study of flow over square bars with varying wavelength-to-height-ratios, and their findings for d and B are included in the figures for comparison. Also included in Fig. 14 is a semi-empirical curve for B
from Yaglom (1979). It is interesting to see that the obtained values for B
and d agree well with previous studies (e.g., Yaglom 1979, Coleman et al.
2007), though the level of submergence in our study is considerably lower
(e.g., H/k = 11 for the Coleman et al. 2007 study and H/k = 6.5 here).
Figure 16 presents the double-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity
profiles (thick black lines) for λ/k = 4.5 (left) and λ/k = 9 (right), together
with the streamwise form-induced (dispersive) intensities (dashed lines).

Fig. 14. Additive constant B in the log-law.
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Fig. 15. Normalized zero plane displacement d in the log-law.

Again, a similar trend can be observed as for the velocity distribution in
Fig. 12, i.e., the thickness of the near-bed layer where time-averaged profiles
deviate from the double-averaged profile is much thinner for λ/k = 4.5
( z / k ≈ 1.5) compared to λ/k = 9 ( z / k ≈ 2.5) . The form-induced intensities
are comparable to the shear velocity for both λ/k = 4.5 (left) and λ/k = 9
(right) having maximum values at the roughness tops. Interestingly, combining the normalized turbulence and form-induced intensities together one may
obtain values that match the turbulence intensities for smooth-bed flows
(where form-induced stresses are absent). This indicates that the roughness
layer in a rough-bed flow may be viewed as a counterpart of the viscous and
buffer layers in the smooth-bed flow, being responsible for creating shear
and turbulence (Nikora et al. 2001). Figures 12 and 15 show that the isolated
roughness elements (λ/k = 9) cause higher turbulence and stronger distortion
of the time-averaged and double-averaged velocity fields near the bed and,

Fig. 16. Double-averaged turbulence intensities u ′/u* (solid line) together with the
vertical distribution of form-induced (dispersive) intensity u / u* (dashed line) and
every 30th LES-turbulence intensity-data lines: left: λ/k = 4.5 (transitional roughness), and right: λ/k = 9 (k-type).
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as a ressult, the rougghness layer is thicker fo
or λ/k = 9 compared
c
too that for
λ/k = 4.5.
In a two-dimennsional flow the verticall distributionn of the moomentum
flux com
mponents caan be expressed by the following integral
i
form
m of the
momenttum equationn (Nikora et al. 2007b):

dp
dx

WS

⎡
1
du1 ⎤
n j ⎥ dS dz ,
ν
⎢ pn1 − νρ
∫
∫
V
dx j ⎥⎦
z 0 Sint ⎢
⎣

k

  ( z) − ∫
∫ φ dz = − ρφφ u′w′( z ) − ρ φ uw
z

in whichh the gravityy term (left hand
h
side of equation)
e
is balanced by the sum
of the tuurbulent sheaar stress (firsst term on right hand sidde), the form--induced
stress (ssecond term
m on right haand side), an
nd the bed generated
g
floow resistance duue to drag annd friction (thhird term on
n right hand side).
s
For thee sake of
brevity it is referredd to (Nikora et al. 2007b) for details and further explanation.
Verttical distribuutions of the normalized gravity term
m (thick blacck lines),
double-averaged Reeynolds stresss −< u ′w′> (curves
(
withh triangles), form-inw>
 (dashed lines with dots),
−< uw
duced stress
s
d
and prressure dragg (curves
with diaamonds) are shown for λ/k = 4.5 (lefft) and λ/k = 9 (right) inn Fig. 17.
For bothh λ/k = 4.5 and λ/k = 9, the spatiaally-averagedd Reynolds sstress assumes maximum
m
vaalues just aboove the rough
hness tops annd then graddually re− u′w′>
duce to zero at the water
w
surfacee and bed. Iff (quasi)lineaarity of the −<
distribuution above thhe roughness tops could
d be expectedd, the high ddegree of
linearityy of −<u′w′> ( z ) below
w them is notteworthy. Thhe pressure ddrag dis-

Fig. 17. Spatially-aveeraged Reynollds shear stresss − < u ′w′> / u*2 (solid line)) together
  > / u*2
with the vertical distrribution of the form-induceed (dispersivee) stresses − < uw
p
drag:: left: λ/k = 4.5 (transitionaal rough(dashed line) and thee integrated pressure
ness), annd right: λ/k = 9 (k-type).
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tribution is also highly linear changing from zero at the bed to its maximum
value at the bar tops. The described features are very similar for both
λ/k = 4.5 and λ/k = 9. In contrast, the trends in the distribution of the form  > are significantly different. For the transitional flow
induced stresses −< uw
  > are almost everywhere positive, except for very
λ/k = 4.5, values of −< uw
  > adopts very
thin layers near the bed and the roughness tops where −<uw

small negative values. Maximum absolute values of −<uw > occur below
  > reaches 10-12% of the squared total shear velocity.
bar tops where −<uw
  > is slightly difFor the isolated k-type roughness, the distribution of −<uw
ferent. They level-off to zero at about z/k = 2 for the λ/k = 9 case, whereas
the dispersive stresses for λ/k = 4.5 show much less variance above the
roughness tops. However, the key features of the λ/k = 9 distribution are a
negative minimum just above the roughness top and a positive maximum
just below it. Both maximums exceed 20% of the squared shear velocity.
The described features in distributions of the double-averaged intensities,
pressure drag, and momentum fluxes are consistent with ADV measurements of Coleman et al. (2007), providing at the same time much more detail
also being based on much higher degree of averaging.
The distribution of the local wall shear stress (viscous skin friction)
along the channel for the two roughnesses is presented in Fig. 18. Peaks in
the wall shear stress occur at the leading edges of the bars for both cases.
However, for the λ/k = 9 simulation, most of the shear stress on the bar top
is negative (indicating the recirculation on the bars), as is in the trough between the bars. In contrast, for the λ/k = 4.5 simulation the shear stress on
the bar tops is positive and only a short (though relatively strong) recirculation area is seen. The integrated values for the wall (viscous) shear stress, the
integrated pressure drag values and the total drag force resulting from the
bed roughness are provided in Table 2. It is noteworthy that in both cases the
overall wall friction is negative leading to the total drag being smaller than

Fig. 18. Longitudinal distribution of the normalized time-averaged shear stress on
the wall surface: left: λ/k = 4.5 (transitional roughness), and right: λ/k = 9 (k-type).
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T ab l e 2
Quantification of total, friction and pressure drag for the two cases investigated
Case

λ/k = 9

Total drag
dp
Ftotal = V f
dx
12.8

λ/k = 4.5

5.85

Friction drag
du
Ffriction = ∫ µ dx
dz
–0.39
–0.01

Pressure drag

Fpressure = ∫ P dz
13.18
5.86

the overall pressure drag. This result is in qualitative agreement with DNS
data of Leonardi et al. (2003).
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The study reported in this paper has been based on high-resolution LES numerical experiments that match conditions of the laboratory experiments of
Polatel (2006) and are close to those of Coleman et al. (2007). Good qualitative and quantitative agreement between simulated and measured flow properties secures confidence in numerical data and supplements laboratory
experiments with data of much higher spatial resolution. The simulations also agree very well with DNS data of Leonardi et al. (2003) whose flows
were at much lower Reynolds numbers. The main results of this paper can be
briefly summarised as follows.


The time-averaged flow structure for two roughness types with
roughness spacings, λ/k = 4.5 and λ/k = 9, is found to be distinctly
different although instantaneous and mean separation and recirculation as well as outflow from and inflow into the cavities are shown to
occur for both roughness types. Vertical distributions of mean velocities, turbulence intensities, and Reynolds stresses from simulations match time-averaged laboratory data of Polatel (2006). It is
found that the distortion of the time-averaged flow field by bed
roughness elements is much stronger for λ/k = 9 reaching
z / k ≈ 2.5-3.0 , whilst in the case of λ/k = 4.5 the distorted region
did not exceed z / k ≈ 1.5 .



The double-averaged vertical velocity profiles for both roughness
types agree well with previous observations and the log-law for
rough-bed channel flow. Values for the zero-plane displacement d
and the additive constant B in the log-law were obtained from best
fits assuming the von Karman constant κ = 0.4. It is found that they
strongly depend on the roughness type. Though the relative submergence is lower than in the experiments used for comparisons (Cole-
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man et al. 2007), these values exhibit the same trends, i.e., minima
for both d and B are at around λ/k = 8-10.
The double-averaged flow structure for two spacings, λ/k = 4.5 and
λ/k = 9, has some similarities but also differs, with most profound
divergence observed near the bed. Among the most interesting findings are (a) quasi-linearity of the double-averaged primary Reynolds
stress profile from the bar top towards the bed and water surface (valid for both λ/k = 4.5 and λ/k = 9); (b) quasi-linearity of the pressure drag changing from the maximum at the bar top to zero on the
bed (valid for both λ/k = 4.5 and λ/k = 9); and (c) similar distribution of the form-induced stresses for λ/k = 4.5 and λ/k = 9, however the latter leveling-off to zero further away from the wall. The
revealed properties agree well with laboratory experiments of Coleman et al. (2007).
Overall, our findings support the statement of Djenidi et al. (1999) who
highlighted inadequacy of a roughness classification scheme based solely on
the effect the roughness has on the mean velocity profile. Furthermore, we
suggest that the currently used parameters for transverse bar roughness λ/k
and H/k should be supplemented with H/λ. Although this parameter is already ‘in-built’ into combination of λ/k and H/k, it may still provide a missing dimension in considerations. For example, even at small λ/k < 5 when
we could expect ‘smooth’-bed d-type flow the situation may depend on H/λ
and our expectation may not be met. In a similar way as with λ/k, we can
consider three distinct regimes in terms of H/λ: λ << H , λ ≈ H , and λ >> H .
These regimes reflect differences in combinations of major turbulence scales
H and λ. The above simplified schematisation suggests that a better way for
classification may involve a three-dimensional parametric space
{λ / k ; H / k ; H / λ} instead of currently used one-dimensional space {λ /k } .
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